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As it happened …….

Another fine morning to greet the 
49 players who started today 
( 43 posted a card at the end of 
the round ) in the Serenyi Salver 
competition.Thank goodness the 
Pro Shop had all the details of 
the age + handicap details 
( thank you to Keith for providing 
the detail ) otherwise we may 
have had even more of the 
confusion that occurred at the 
end of the round. It was stated in 
the Competition notes that this 
was an Individual Medal 
combined with a flag competition 
and that players having shots left 
should proceed down the 10th. 
Anyway all was resolved and 
when the flag was placed half 
way down the 12th fairway it was 
Peter Christmas who emerged 
as the Winner. With a nett 66 
after the end of his round a fine 
round of golf.

Now , it has to be said that a 
medal competition can be a 
challenge for certain players 
( me ! ) and Thursday was no 
different for those  (they will 
remain nameless) all of whom 
had the famous “ Hamlet 
moment “ ….anyone who can’t 
remember check out the Hamlet 
cigar golf ads on YouTube - 
especially the bunker ad.We had 
6 players who scored 10 shots 
on certain holes 3 players who 
scored 11 and 2 players who 
scored 12 shots but the Hamlet 
Prize for perseverance and 
determination goes to the 
namless players which shot an 
18 on the 18th hole. You can 
scroll through the results on Golf 
Genius if you really want to know 
- but be gentle - next time it 
could be you !

Serenyi Salver( age + handicap flag comp )

Comps and event updates for August
11 August - Elliott Cup Rd 5 - Alan Meyer is top of the leaderboard 
with 119 points but there are 10 players within 9 points so 1 good 
round and its’ all change at the top.

18 August - Maintenance week ( 15th - 18th ) with a 9 hole 
Bowmaker.

23 August - Thew Bowl ( HWM , Ladies and Juniors ) team 
stableford

25 August - Bowmaker with a twist and BBQ - details below

Position The Winners Net Prize

1 Peter Christmas 66 £20

2 Paul Willcox 69 £15

3 David Preece 70 £10

4 Robin Tyler 71 £4

HWM Members update 

This is now open on Golf 
Genius and is a four tee start 
with a BBQ to follow - for those 
who wish to play only 9 holes 
or only want a BBQ please 
contact Paul Buchanan directly. 
We really would like to see as 
many HWM members as we 
can at this event.

In more concerning news Vinod Kumar was playing golf on Tuesday 
when he fell ill and was taken to hospital. The news is that Vinod has 
suffered a mild stroke and is being kept in for observation. His wife is 
hopeful that he will make a full recovery.

Alan Ford is in hospital at Frimley Park with a viral infection and is 
being treated accordingly. He expects to be in for a week. We all wish 
Vinod and Alan a full and speedy recovery.
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